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40 years of quantum computing

Yury Manin,  
Computable and non-computable (1980)

Richard Feynman,  
Simulating physics with computers (1981)
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40 years of quantum computing: Main challenges

• Physical platform for quantum computing: What can be an analog of a ‘silicon transistor’ 
for the quantum computing technology?

• Efficient error correction: Is it possible to develop efficient error correction techniques and 
enter the era of fault-tolerant quantum computing? Is it possible to use existing NISQ 
devices efficiently? 

• Quantum algorithms and applications: What are most interesting near-term applications 
of quantum computing? 

C. Gidney and M. Ekerå, How to factor 2048 bit RSA integers in 8 hours using 20 million noisy qubits, arXiv:1905.09749; J. Lee, Even more efficient quantum computations of chemistry through tensor hypercontraction, 
arXiv:2011.03494.
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Origin of a quantum speedup
• “Naive quantum parallelism” (D. Deutsch): Quantum computers solve problems by trying 

all possible solutions in parallel.

• Access to exponentially large computational spaces: However, such an “access" takes 
place also for classical systems since N classical bits can take 2N  possible values.

• Quantum complexity (J. Preskill): Quantum information is very different in that writing 
down a complete description of just one typical configuration of N qubits is complex.   

Classical system Quantum system

A single bit string of n zeros and ones 2n complex numbers

• Gottesman-Knill theorem: Even some highly entangled states can be simulated efficiently.
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Origin of a quantum speedup in the NISQ era

• Role of decoherence: The control of decoherence of a qubit is a central problem of 
various models of quantum computation, where an incoming qubit is transmitted through 
a noisy channel.

• Quantum advantage experiments: Is it possible to demonstrate (useful) quantum 
advantage in the presence of noise? 

Q. Zhu et al., Quantum Computational Advantage via 60-Qubit 24-Cycle Random Circuit Sampling, 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.03494
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Quantum computing applications
• Scientific applications: Use quantum computers to explore new frontiers in science, 

mainly, physics and computer science.

• Specialized applications: random number generation, cryptoanalysis, sampling (?).

• (Potentially) widespread applications: simulation (quantum and quantum-enhanced), 
optimization, and machine learning
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Quantum computing applications

OptimizationSimulation Machine learning

• Logistics

• Finance 

• Job scheduling

• …

Quantum:

• Chemistry

• Biophysics 

• Materials

• Drugs

• …


Classical:

• Linear equations

• Differential equations

• Training networks

• Speed-up linear 

algebra

• Quantum kernel 

models
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Quantum computing applications: Simulation (chemistry) & Optimization
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Quantum computing applications: Simulation (chemistry) & Optimization
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Ongoing experiments on error correction: Superconducting circuits
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Ongoing experiments on error correction: Rydberg atoms
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Ongoing experiments on error correction: Ions
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Semiconductor qubits below the error threshold

2-qubit gate fidelity of 99.5

2-qubit average gate fidelity 
of 99.37(11)% and two-qubit 

preparation/measurement 
fidelities of 98.95(4)%

1-qubit and 2-qubit gate 
fidelities, all of which are 

above 99.5%, extracted from 
gate-set tomography
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Towards practical applications: 
Quantum annealing (for optimization and machine learning) 

and quantum chemistry

A.S. Boev, et. al. Genome assembly using quantum and quantum-inspired annealing, 

Scientific Reports 11, 13183 (2021); arXiv:2004.06719;


A. Gircha, et. al., Training a discrete variational autoencoder for generative chemistry  

and drug design on a quantum annealer, arXiv:2108.11644.


M. Sapova and A.K. Fedorov,

Variational quantum eigensolver techniques for simulating carbon monoxide oxidation, 


arXiv:2108.11167
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From universal quantum computers to special-purpose quantum devices

D-Wave quantum annealer 
for QUBO problems

Lack of connectivity, coherence, 
violating adiabatic evolution, 
access for experiments

Rydberg programmable quantum simulators 
for MIS problems

Potentially better coherence, 
connectivity, not yet widely available
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From universal quantum computers to special-purpose quantum devices

Many potential applications: 


• designing metamaterials,

• quantum chemistry (not scalable),

• protein folding (not scalable),

• financial portfolio optimization, 

• forecasting financial crashes, 

• scheduling

• …
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Quantum annealing for a genome assembly problem
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Quantum annealing for a genome assembly problem

Experiments characteristics: 


• annealing time = 20 microseconds; 

• annealing runs = 103; 

• standard configurations of the processor.
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Quantum annealing for a genome assembly problem

Competitive behaviour for small-size data, but growing overhead in the size of the problem number 
of physical qubits and other limitations… need better hardware (coherence and connectivity)
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Quantum annealing for generative chemistry
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Quantum annealing for training
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Quantum annealing for generative chemistry

The model learns useful representations of chemical structures from 
ChEMBL, which is the manually curated database of biologically active 
molecules with drug-like properties

The two layers of RBM contain 128 units each since an RBM of precisely 
this size could be sampled on readily available quantum annealers. 
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Quantum annealing for generative chemistry

We kept track of molecular weight (MW), the water-octanol 
partition coefficient (logP), the synthetic accessibility, and 
drug-likeness (QED) scores;  we generated 2331 novel 
chemical structures with medicinal chemistry and synthetic 
accessibility properties in the ranges typical for molecules 
from ChEMBL. 
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Variational quantum algorithms
Problem to be solved

Design a parametrized 
quantum circuit

Classical calculations 
and feedback
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Variational quantum algorithms: VQE

Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) is a flagship hybrid quantum-classical algorithm for molecular 
simulations. An extended family of algorithms.
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Variational quantum algorithms: VQE
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First results of VQE for O2, CO, CO2: 20-qubit emulator
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Error correction codes: First steps
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Error correction codes: First ideas and tests
• Wide class of codes (Special structure of 

stabilisers): repetition codes, Shor’s code,…

• Circle-like connectivity (no all-to-all / ancilla-
to-all)

• Low-noise two-qubit gates

• New efficient decoding system
3-qubit code

5-qubit code

No correction

Correction

Logical connectivity
Physical connectivity

Qubits
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See also: I. A. Simakov, I. S. Besedin, and A. V. 
Ustinov, Simulation of the five-qubit quantum 
error correction code on superconducting qubits



Characterizing noisy devices
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NISQ devices as open quantum systems

Challenge: analyze and predict dynamics of open quantum systems

|e⟩

|g⟩
ω

S

E

S

S

E

External driving

Measuring qubits

I. Zalivako et. al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 115, 104102 (2019)31



NISQ devices as open quantum systems: Learning

Goal is to analyze non-equilibrium dynamical effects of quantum physics. One of the 
problems is to make a prediction of the dynamics.

|e⟩

|g⟩
ω

S

E

A possible solution: to use a data-driven approach (learning non-
Markovian dynamics).

Advantages: can be based on experimentally observed data.

Disadvantages: “black-box” approaches (no physical insights about 
the system), scalability, convergence, and model selection.  
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Probing non-Markovian dynamics: General scheme

a) Extraction of quantum trajectories via quantum tomography of system states at discrete 
time moments. b) Main building blocks of the input data processing and connections 
between blocks. c) Dynamics prediction based on the reconstructed Markovian embedding.
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Dynamics prediction and denoising for various models
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Characterizing quantum channels (processes)
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Alternative quantum computing platforms
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Progress in developing qudit-based processors

d=3

Superconducting circuits

d=7

Trapped ions
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Results of 2020-2021: Qudit-based processor @ Lebedev Institute and RQC
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Qudit-based compiler

Qudit-
based

transpiler

Hardware-
agnostic

qubit circuit

Qudit-based
processor
description

Post-
processing

unit
Mapping

Supporting
information

Processed 
read-out
results

Qudit-based
processor

Software
emulator

Qudit
circuit

Read-out
results

or

Running qubit circuit with qudit-based processor (emulator)

1) Maximizing the total fidelity:
2) Brute-force search for small-scale circuits;
3) Approximate search for more complicated situations 
(finding not the optimal, but better decompositions)

A.S. Nikolaeva, E.O. Kiktenko, and A.K. Fedorov, https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.0438439

https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.04384


Qudit-based compiler: Example

Qubit-based 
decomposition: 
31 two-qubit 
gates. 


Qudit-based 
decomposition: 

5 two-qudit 
gates.
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https://lrc-quantum.ru/login

Results of 2020-2021: LRC
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https://lrc-quantum.ru/login


Thank you for your attention!

Invitation to publish in EPJ QT
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Quantum computing: Brief history

Journal of Statistical Physics, FoL 29, No. 3, 1982 

Quantum Mechanical Hamiltonian Models of 
Turing Machines 
Paul  B e n i o f f  I 

Received October 5, 1981; rev&ed June 9, 1982 

Quantum mechanical Hamiltonian models, which represent an aribtrary but 
finite number of steps of any Turing machine computation, are constructed here 
on a finite lattice of spin-1/2 systems. Different regions of the lattice correspond 
to different components of the Turing machine (plus recording system). Succes- 
sive states of any machine computation are represented in the model by spin 
configuration states. Both time-independent and time-dependent Hamiltonian 
models are constructed here. The time-independent models do not dissipate 
energy or degrade the system state as they evolve. They operate close to the 
quantum limit in that the total system energy uncertainty/computation speed is 
close to the limit given by the time-energy uncertainty relation. However, the 
model evolution is time global and the Hamiltonian is more complex. The 
time-dependent models do not degrade the system state. Also they are time local 
and the Hamiltonian is less complex. 

KEY WORDS: Schr6dinger equation description of Turing machines; 
nondissipative models of computers; quantum spin lattices, 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

In  recent years there has been  an  upsurge of interest in the physical  
l imitat ions of the computa t ion  process. In  par t icular  the energy cost of 
computa t ion  or in format ion  transfer and  whether or not  there must  be 
energy dissipation are the subjects of much  discussion. (1-1~ Some years ago 
it was felt (3'7) that there mus t  be dissipat ion associated with the computa -  
t ion process because the process is irreversible. However,  in 1973, Ben- 
net t  (2~ constructed reversible models  of the computa t ion  process a n d  

1 Division of Environmental Impact Studies, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 
60439. 

515 
0022-4715/82/1100-0515503.00/0  9 1982 Plenum Publishing Corporation 
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Error correction codes: Shor’s code

Structure for the Shor’s code
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Probing non-Markovian dynamics
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Probing non-Markovian dynamics: General scheme

(
s(k + 1) = ⇤rs(k),

%(k) = D[s(k)],
<latexit sha1_base64="z/aLmt2GQnPzJvJgujfUlTSIjno=">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</latexit>

We use r-dimensional Markovian embedding as follows (r is 
minimal dimension that provides a proper description of the 
considered dynamics):

Markovian embedding

‘Decoding’ linear map reconstructing 
the density matrix from the 
corresponding embedding

Complex diagonal matrix that 
drives the Markovian dynamics of 

the embedding

K is usually set 
knowingly large in order 
to capture all memory 

effects

Estimated from 
experimental data

r allows revealing an effective number of unknown degrees of freedoms, which are 
necessary to be taken into account in order to predict the state of the system; “Measure" 
of non-Markovianity and complexity of simulating dynamics of an open quantum systems
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Probing non-Markovian dynamics: General scheme

Reconstructed Markovian embedding can be used for predicting the non-Markovian dynamics of the 
system, given a sequence of states at the first K time steps 
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Probing non-Markovian dynamics: General scheme

(%(0), %(1), . . .)
<latexit sha1_base64="FJv+U/OdvSDgEILJ1HlaB+Y39VI=">AAACCXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyxCC1JmqqDLohuXFewF2qFkMpk2NJMMSaZQhm7d+CpuXCji1jdw59uYaUfQ1h8CH/85h5Pz+zGjSjvOl7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7t2weHLSUSiUkTCyZkx0eKMMpJU1PNSCeWBEU+I21/dJPV22MiFRX8Xk9i4kVowGlIMdLG6tuw3BsjKYei7FTO4A+7GbNAaFXp2yWn6swEl8HNoQRyNfr2Zy8QOIkI15ghpbquE2svRVJTzMi02EsUiREeoQHpGuQoIspLZ5dM4alxAhgKaR7XcOb+nkhRpNQk8k1nhPRQLdYy879aN9HhlZdSHieacDxfFCYMagGzWGBAJcGaTQwgLKn5K8RDJBHWJryiCcFdPHkZWrWqe16t3V2U6td5HAVwDE5AGbjgEtTBLWiAJsDgATyBF/BqPVrP1pv1Pm9dsfKZI/BH1sc3YEiYOQ==</latexit>

%(k + 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="9zx7yl9bn4TW1nWv2+C8ivy+vkk=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUhLJbBT0WvXisYD+gu5Rsmm1Ds8mSZAtl6d/w4kERr/4Zb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLS1TRWiTSC5VJ8SaciZo0zDDaSdRFMchp+1wdD/z22OqNJPiyUwSGsR4IFjECDZW8v0xVmooK6NL76JXKrtVdw60SryclCFHo1f68vuSpDEVhnCsdddzExNkWBlGOJ0W/VTTBJMRHtCupQLHVAfZ/OYpOrdKH0VS2RIGzdXfExmOtZ7Eoe2MsRnqZW8m/ud1UxPdBhkTSWqoIItFUcqRkWgWAOozRYnhE0swUczeisgQK0yMjaloQ/CWX14lrVrVu6rWHq/L9bs8jgKcwhlUwIMbqMMDNKAJBBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3Phata04+cwJ/4Hz+APsMkPw=</latexit>

(%(k), %(k � 1), . . .)
<latexit sha1_base64="pGgNGIAXw3Nn/NtavEZJNAo71uU=">AAACC3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARWtAyUwVdFt24rGAv0A4lk0nb0EwyJJlCGbp346u4caGIW1/AnW9jph1EW38IfPnPOSTn9yNGlXacLyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zu2fsHTSViiUkDCyZk20eKMMpJQ1PNSDuSBIU+Iy1/dJPWW2MiFRX8Xk8i4oVowGmfYqSN1bOPS90xknIoSqPyKfzhMze9sUBoVe7ZRafizASXwc2gCDLVe/ZnNxA4DgnXmCGlOq4TaS9BUlPMyLTQjRWJEB6hAekY5Cgkyktmu0zhiXEC2BfSHK7hzP09kaBQqUnom84Q6aFarKXmf7VOrPtXXkJ5FGvC8fyhfsygFjANBgZUEqzZxADCkpq/QjxEEmFt4iuYENzFlZehWa2455Xq3UWxdp3FkQdH4BiUgAsuQQ3cgjpoAAwewBN4Aa/Wo/VsvVnv89aclc0cgj+yPr4BBSOZIA==</latexit>

depends on the whole prehistory

system's trajectories: Input data for our analysis

Quantum trajectories are irregular and challenging 
for further analysis even in the case of low-dimensional systems 
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Probing non-Markovian dynamics: General scheme

r allows revealing an effective number of unknown degrees 
of freedoms, which are necessary to be taken into account 
in order to predict the state of the system. 

The concept of the effective dimension of the environment: 
the minimal possible dimension of the environment that 
reproduces the same non-Markovian dynamics of the 
system:

K is usually set 
knowingly large in order 
to capture all memory 

effects

Estimated from 
experimental data

Dimensionality of 
the system 

“Measure" of non-Markovianity and 
complexity of simulating dynamics 

of an open quantum systems
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Details of the approach: Nakajima-Zwanzig equation and Markovian embedding  

Discrete time version of the Nakajima-Zwanzig equation: 

Vectorized form:

Nakajima-Zwanzig equation and a Markovian embedding:

Reinforcement learning: Partially observed environment 
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Details of the approach: Nakajima-Zwanzig equation and Markovian embedding  

Nakajima-Zwanzig equation and a Markovian embedding:

if we consider R(k) as the state of some new abstract system at a discrete time moment k, then the next state 
R(k+1) depends only on R(k) and the time-independent dynamics generator M. All these states belong to some r-
dimensional subspace R, where r can be less than Kd^2. This fact can be used to reduce the dimension.

Eigendecomposition:

Truncation:

Physical trajectories
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Details of the approach

The truncated eigendecomposition allows compressing R(k)

Alternatively: 

Encoding Decoding Embedding evolution
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Data processing within the Markovian embedding reconstruction 

Initial data:

Memory depth hyper-parameter (K)

Noise std

Output:

the minimal Markovian embedding 
dimension (r)

Denoised trajectories 

+

(dynamics)
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Data processing within the Markovian embedding reconstruction 

We construct three auxiliary matrices:

Then we stack matrices within sets of multiple trajectories:

X and Y are shifted one step relative to each other 
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Data processing within the Markovian embedding reconstruction 

We introduce a low-rank approximation and then recast it back into the set of trajectories. The optimal 
approximation of H_noisy can be obtained using singular value decomposition (SVD):

The optimal rank than leads to the best denoising of a matrix without significant states distortion can be 
estimated by using the method of Gavish and Donoho (2014):
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Data processing within the Markovian embedding reconstruction 

Denoised versions:

Minimization wrt to Frobenius norm: Optimal-rank solution:

Reconstructing encoding and decoding matrices from M: 

Dynamics prediction is possible!
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Predicted Markovian embedding minimal dimension 

Qubit with a finite dimensional environment; we sample at random a quantum dynamical semigroup generator in 
the GKSL form. We simulate noise appearing during data acquisition of trajectories.

The method works correctly and 
predicts the irregular non-Markovian 
dynamics of a qubit 
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Selection of the memory depth hyperparemeter 

Qubit with a finite dimensional environment; we sample at random a quantum dynamical semigroup generator in 
the GKSL form. We simulate noise appearing during data acquisition of trajectories.

‘Saturation’ value of K: starting from 
which the accuracy of prediction is 
mainly determined by the noise level 
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Quality of deniosing 

Qubit with a finite dimensional environment; we sample at random a quantum dynamical semigroup generator in 
the GKSL form. We simulate noise appearing during data acquisition of trajectories.

As a valuable by-product of the rank 
estimation we obtain the denoised 
version of a data set. 
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Reconstructing eigenfrequencies of the joint system

Qubit with a finite dimensional environment; we sample at random a quantum dynamical semigroup generator in 
the GKSL form. We simulate noise appearing during data acquisition of trajectories. A comparison of the 
spectrum of the quantum channel exp(τL) driving the dynamics of the joint system and environment density 
matrix with the diagonal elements of Λr 

A perfect coincidence in the case 
without noise; in the presence of 
noise, we see that the approach 
provides valuable information about 
eigenfrequencies. 
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